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BRIDGEPORT, CT - Seven attorneys from Cohen and Wolf, P.C. have been selected for inclusion in the
2012 edition of Chambers USA: America’s Leading Lawyers for Business, a prestigious directory of
leading attorneys in the United States.

The recognition is significant because it results from independent research and interviews with clients
and other well-regarded practitioners to impartially gauge performance and rank top attorneys and firms
throughout the United States.

The firm’s Litigation and Real Estate practices are singled out again for 2012 and described as having an
“excellent footprint in southwest Connecticut” and “very experienced and professional.” Those attorneys
selected to be included in the guide are:

Litigation: General Commercial - David A. Ball, Stewart Edelstein, Monte E. Frank, Richard Slavin

Labor & Employment - Stuart M. Katz,

Real Estate - Mark A. Kirsch

Healthcare - David M Levine

"We are honored to be recognized once again as leaders in our field by a publication as highly-respected as
Chambers," said David A. Ball, Cohen and Wolf’s Managing Partner. "This achievement highlights the
extraordinary quality of our attorneys, and the Firm's ability to provide our clients with exceptional
representation in a broad range of practice areas."

The annual Chambers USA guide ranks leading law firms and lawyers across the nation in a broad range
of practice areas. To compile the current directory, researchers conducted more than 14,000 interviews
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in the United States during a six-month period. The resulting independent rankings are considered to be
a highly accurate and reliable assessment of law firms and leading attorneys.

ATTORNEYS

David A. Ball

Stuart M. Katz

Mark A. Kirsch

David M. Levine

Richard Slavin

PRACTICE AREAS

Employment Counseling & Litigation

Litigation & Dispute Resolution

Physicians' Practices

Real Estate
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